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2 Types of Wood Grain Photo-Etched Mask
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Photo-Etched Mask
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■Production: RB Productions
■Distributor: VOLKS Inc.
　60 Goshonouchi Nakamachi, 
　Shichi-jo, Shimogyo-ku,
　Kyoto, Japan 600-8862

Details on the back

You can reproduce wooden straight grain and veins with Type 1 
Straight Grain Pattern and, Type 2 Wood Veins Pattern. Enjoy 
various expressions by applying different masks on every panel.

¥1,200（税別） ¥1,200（税別）

What is a straight grain:
Depending on the area cut 
from the log, the wood 
grain pattern shows 
almost parallel 
wood rings.
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This Item

Wood Grain Photo-Etched Mask Type 1

Mask the area (painting every mold of 
the panel will give a more realistic effect) 
around the surface where you want to 
use the wooden painting, then base coat 
with a wooden-light color and let it dry.

After the base coat has dried, press the 
Wood Grain Photo-Etched Mask on the part 
making sure it doesn’t move, and then use 
your airbrush just once to paint with a darker 
wooden-color and recreate the grain pattern. 

Once you are sure the darker color has 
complete ly dr ied out ,  remove the 
masking gently and the work is done. 
Change the pattern or the masking 
position on each panel and paint.

●This item is suited for 
people over 15. Do 
not hand this out to 
children under 15.

●Do not ingest parts 
or bag by mis take . 
You might choke.

●You may hurt yourself 
unintentionally during 
use, so pay attention. 
A l so ,  do not  hand 
this out to children.

Attention: You need to mask the 
part before using this item, and 
let dry the previous light wooden 
color coat. Check the following 
process for further details.

Press the Wood Grain 
Photo-Etched Mask (this item) 
on the model part to be painted, 
then take your airbrush and

Painting 
Instructions

■Application
●Aircrafts’ wooden 
outer panels

●Ship models’ 
wooden parts
●Ship models’ 
wooden parts
●Ship models’ 
wooden parts ●AFV wooden parts

■Process

■How to use

Just 
blow 
once!

■This 　
Item

■Item Characteristics
①This item reproduces detailed wood grain with photo-etching.
②When painting, you can use this item just by pressing it on the part with your hands.
③After painting, you can remove cleanly the paint from the sheet in order to use 
it again and again.

■Model 
　Part Wood Grain 

Photo-Etched 
Mask

Press 
firmly

Sample Model：SWS 1/48 Horten Ho 229

※The item depicted in the picture is a sample 
of the Wood Veins Pattern.It differs from the 
Straight Pattern, so please pay attention.

Practice with some unnecessary 
parts, before you actually paint.
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■Your
　Airbrush

●Everyone can now easily 
　reproduce wood by “painting”!!

Wood 
Veins 
Pattern


